Abstract
1 Introduction 
Sufficient dimension reduction in functional data

98
In functional data analysis, we consider the problem of a scalar response variable Y ∈ R 1 99 and a functional random variable X(t), where t is an index defined on a closed and compact 100 interval T . See, for example, Silverman and Ramsay (2005) for some background on functional 101 data analysis. Let X be defined on the real separable Hilbert space H ≡ L 2 (T ) with inner 102 product f, g =´T f (t)g(t)dt and norm f H = f, f 1/2 . Statistical analysis typically where g : R d+1 → R 1 is an unknown link function and the error process has zero mean, finite
The kernel is defined as follows, give a brief review of the estimation procedure for the functional cumulative slicing (FCS) in
158
Section 3.1. Additionally, by avoiding truncating and inverting Σ, our method does not require 159 any assumptions to make Σ −1 Λ well-defined.
160
Definition of functional envelopes
161
The key concept in this paper is the functional envelope for sufficient dimension reduction.
162
Envelope and its basic properties were first proposed and studied in the classical multivariate 
166
First of all, we review the definition of reducing subspace in the following. The notion 167 of reducing subspace is crucial for the developments of envelopes and arises commonly in 168 functional analysis, see for example, Conway (1990) .
169
Definition 1. Let R ⊆ H be a subspace of H, and let M ∈ B(H) be a bounded linear operator.
170
If
is the orthogonal complement of R, then R is a reducing subspace of M .
172
The next proposition illustrates a basic property of reducing subspace, which is the key to 173 our development of functional envelopes.
174
Proposition 1. The subspace R is a reducing subspace of M if and only if M can be written 175 in the form
where P R = P R (s, t) ∈ B(H) and Q R (s, t) ∈ B(H) are projections onto R and R ⊥ .
177
For a bounded linear operator M ∈ B(H), we define the M -envelope of a subspace S ⊆ H 
198
Under the assumption that X(t) is centered and has finite fourth moment, Σ has a spec- 
Such an assumption on distinct eigenvalues is commonly used in the literature (Yao et al., 2015, 202 e.g.), for proving theoretical results and dealing with identification issues of eigenfunctions.
203
However, it is worth mentioning that we can easily relax such a condition and still preserve our property.
215
Proposition 2.
where ⊕ is the direct sum of subspaces and φ j ⊗ φ j is the rank-one projection operator onto 217 the j-th eigenspace span(φ j ), j = 1, 2, . . . .
218
The above result suggests that the envelope is the sum of all eigenspaces of Σ that are not 219 orthogonal to span(Λ). In other words, this means it is hard to distinguish β from β 0 in practice. On the other hand, the estimation of the envelope
259
E Σ (S Y |X ) can be more stable because it targets at a subspace that possesses the property of (2.8)
260
and in addition it requires no inversion of Σ as we will see in Section 3.
261
The following proposition is a constructive property of the functional envelope that moti-
262
vates our estimation procedure in the next section.
263
Theorem 1. For the sequence of subspaces defined as and the series of subspaces S k , k = 1, 2, . . . , becomes a Krylov sequence.
273
Since the dimension of the central subspace is assumed to be a fixed number
dim{span(Σ −1 Λ)}, the rank of the kernel matrix Λ thus equals to d. Recall that Λ has rank
We then have the 276 following result to facilitate estimation of S k in Theorem 1.
277
Theorem 2.
279
Since S k = span(R k ), for the estimation procedure described in the next section, we will For completely observed (or fully observed at regular time points for all i.i.d. samples) func-
where m(t, y) = n 
where K 1 is a nonnegative and symmetric univariate kernel density and h n is the bandwidth. 
where K 2 is a nonnegative bivariate kernel density and h n is the bandwidth. The bandwidth can 323 be chosen by cross-validation, and can be different in estimating m and Σ. But for simplicity,
324
we abuse the notation a bit and use the same h n to denote the bandwidth. The asymptotic 325 convergence of Σ and Λ has already been well-studied in Yao et al. (2015) , which is summarized 326 in the following Lemma.
327
The following conditions are commonly used regularity conditions for sparse functional
C1. The number of time points N i 's are independent and identically distributed as a positive
1 for some constant sequence M n that is allowed to go to infinity as n → ∞. Moreover,
333
(T ij , U ij ), j ∈ J i , are independent of N i for J i ⊆ {1, . . . , N i }.
334
C2. For nonnegative integers 1 and 2 such that 1 + 2 = 2, ∂ 2 Σ(s, t)/(∂s 1 ∂t 2 ) is con-335 tinuous on T δ × T δ and ∂ 2 m(t, y)/∂t 2 is bounded and continuous for all t ∈ T and 336 y ∈ R.
337
C3. For nonnegative integers 1 and 2 such that 1 + 2 = 1, ∂f 2 (s, t)/(∂s 1 ∂t 2 ) is continu-338 ous on T δ × T δ and ∂f 1 (t)/∂t is continuous on T δ .
339
C4. Bandwidth h n → 0 and nh 3 n / log n → ∞ (univariate kernel) and nh estimate the envelope, we compute the eigenvectors of R K , which is defined as
where no truncation of the covariance operator Σ is required and the number K is defined 
358
Our asymptotic results thus concern the consistency of P E , the projection onto the envelope
359
E Σ (S Y |X ), and its estimate P γ .
360
Theorem 3. Under the regularity conditions C1-5, we have 
370
Let γ 1 , . . . , γ u be the first u eigenfunctions of R K , and let P γ and Q γ be the projection onto 371 span( γ 1 , . . . , γ u ) and its orthogonal subspace, respectively. Then the envelope estimator for Σ
372
and Λ is Σ env = P γ Σ P γ + Q γ Σ Q γ and Λ env = P γ Λ P γ , respectively. Then the central subspace 373 can be estimated from the d left eigen-functions of (
generalized inverse of the rank-u operator P γ Σ P γ . Equivalently, the central subspace can be 
379
Our asymptotic results concerns the consistency of P S , the projection onto the central sub-
380
space S Y |X , and its estimate P β .
381
Theorem 4. Under the regularity conditions C1-5, we then have In this section, we compare the functional envelope cumulative slicing (FECS) and the func- We use P β − P S H as the criterion for estimation performance of the two methods. We ∼ N (0, θ j ) for eigenvalue θ j > 0, j = 1, . . . , 100.
414
We consider the following three scenarios (also graphically illustrated in Figure 4 .1) for the 415 eigenvalues of the covariance operator Σ(s, t).
416
• Scenario (a). We constructed eigenvalues that decay slowly, so that we can compare 417 robustness of functional dimension reduction methods. The 100 eigenvalues are evenly 418 spaced from 0.01 to 1, that means eigenvalues are 0.01k for k = 1, . . . , 100.
419
• Scenario (b). We constructed eigenvalues that decay quickly after few large and close 420 eigenvalues, so that we can compare efficiency of functional dimension reduction meth-
421
ods. The first six eigenvalues linearly decrease from 2.15 to 2.1 k = 1, ..., 6 and the 422 remaining eigenvalues are k −1.25 for k = 7, ..., 100;
423
• Scenario (c). We constructed the first ten eigenvalues as 2.0, 1.95, . . . , 1.55, and the re-424 maining eigenvalues as 10k −1 for k = 11, ..., 100. We construct this scenario to be 425 extremely in favor of the FCS estimator with truncated Σ sn using the first ten functional 426 principal components. We let the first ten eigenvalues well-separated and we also let the 427 central subspace lies within the first ten eigenspace.
428
We use β 1 = C 1 φ 5 and β 2 = C 2 φ 6 such that the envelope is the central subspace 
436
We simulated 100 data sets for each simulation settings, with n = 100 and 400 and sum-437 marized the results in Table 1 . It is observed that the proposed FECS very competitively. It 
Prediction comparison
442
In this section, we compare the prediction performances of the FECS and the FCS estimators.
443
For every simulated data set, we evaluate the prediction performance on an independent and 444 identically generated testing data set, where we evaluate the relative prediction error as the cri-
445
terion for prediction performance of the two methods. The relative prediction error is evaluated 446 at the non-extrapolated values, and is defined as 
450
We used the same four models and three covariance operators as in Section 4.2. However, Therefore, the simulation set-up is in favor of the FCS method. The results are summarized 461 in Table 2 with the FECS delivering the best performance for all three eigenvalue scenarios.
462
During the review process, one reviewer pointed out that the performance of FCS in Table 2 463 seems to keep getting better as s n increases for some cases in eigen scenario (a) and concerned 464 that it will beat the performance of FECS. While revising, we tried FCS with high s n . The 465 results confirmed that the performance of FCS will eventually deteriorate as s n increases and
466
FECS is indeed performing better than FCS. Yet to save space, we choose not to include the 467 extended results here.
468
When prediction is the primary goal, kernel non-parametric regression techniques com- Table 2 , where FPCA method was dominated by our FECS estimator but 476 outperformed FCS in some model settings. Table 2 : Prediction Performance. Averaged n
for 100 training-testing data sets pairs. For every simulated data set, we evaluate the prediction performance on an independent and identically generated testing data set of size 10n, where we evaluate the relative prediction error as the criterion for prediction performance of the two methods. FECS using 10-fold CV. FPCA is the functional PCA combined with kernel non-parametric regression prediction, where the average number of selected principal components is also included in the parenthesis. The last column "S.E.≤" gives the largest standard error (S.E.) among all the five estimators (FECS, FCS with four different s n values). Table 4 , where it is clear that the dimension Table 4 . The first functional principal component will cover more than 95%
505
of the total variation, the first two PCs will cover more than 99%. Therefore, we also include Table 5 , comparing to our FECS prediction, FKR 513 had slightly better prediction for the protein content but much worse prediction for the moisture 514 content.
515
We next plotted the first two dimension reduction directions of each methods in Figure   516 5.1 for protein content and in Figure 1 .2 for moisture content, where we used s n = 5 for the 517 FCS and the optimal u = 3 for FECS. 
541
Use the same logic, we can get
542
Since Σ and Σ −1 share the same eigenvectors, span{(
span{(φ j ⊗ φ j )Λ} = E Σ (span(Λ)). 
where the second to last equality is because that P l is projection onto eigenfunctions of Σ, we
565
have P l Σ = Σ P l = λ l P l for any l = 1, . . . , q, and thus, P l Σ m = Σ m P l = λ Vandermonde matrix, on H k , we have det(H k ) = 0 for k < q and det(H k ) = 0 for k ≥ q.
572
Therefore, exists an integer K, K ≤ q, such that span(R k ) ⊆ E Σ (S Y |X ) for k < K and 573 span(R k ) = E Σ (S Y |X ) for k ≥ K. 
